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Requirements EngineeringSpringer, 2004
Written for those who want to develop their knowledge of requirements engineering process, whether practitioners or students.  Using the latest research and driven by practical experience from industry, this book gives useful hints to practitioners on how to write and structure requirements. - Explains the importance of Systems Engineering and the...
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SAS Graphics for Java: Examples Using SAS AppDev Studio and the Output Delivery SystemSAS Institute, 2007
Bohnenkamp and Iverson have written a comprehensible guide to the features offered in SAS AppDev Studio 3. Their extensive array of examples will guide readers to take control of their visual output and produce meaningful graphs.     

       Jump-start your SAS graph skills! Here, in one convenient source, is all the information you need...
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Selling Online with Drupal e-Commerce: Walk through the creation of an online store with Drupal's e-Commerce modulePackt Publishing, 2008
Drupal is a free and open-source modular web application framework and content management system (CMS) written in PHP that can run in many environments, including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and FreeBSD. Drupal e-Commerce is a free, open-source, feature-rich, flexible package of modules that seamlessly adds full e-Store capabilities to Drupal....
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Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET 4 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	DVD includes Visual Web Developer 2010 Express and ASP.NET 4


	 


	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build complete, professional-quality web solutions with ASP.NET 4 and Microsoft Visual Web Developer 2010. Using this...
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Beginning iPhone and iPad Web Apps: Scripting with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptApress, 2010

	This book will help you join the thousands of successful iPhone App developers without needing to learn Objective-C or the Cocoa touch APIs. If you want to apply your existing web development skills to iPhone and iPad development, then now you can. WebKit’s support for HTML5 means any web developer can create compelling apps for both...
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Learning Web App DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Grasp the fundamentals of web application development by building a simple database-backed app from scratch, using HTML, JavaScript, and other open source tools. Through hands-on tutorials, this practical guide shows inexperienced web app developers how to create a user interface, write a server, build client-server communication,...
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Augmented Reality for Android Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	As an Android developer, including Augmented Reality (AR) in your mobile apps could be a profitable new string to your bow. This tutorial takes you through every aspect of AR for Android with lots of hands-on exercises.


	Overview

	
		Understand the main concepts and architectural components of an AR...
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Learning System Center App ControllerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, implement, and manage System Center App Controller


	About This Book

	
		Manage application services using System center App controller
	
		Move Virtual Machines from on-premises to Microsoft Azure Cloud, Managing Private Cloud, and Public Microsoft Azure Cloud
	
		Step-by-step...
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JBoss AS 7 DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn from an expert and master JBoss Application Server through this brilliantly accessible book. It irons out the difficulties and covers creating, debugging, and securing Java EE applications. The only manual you need.


	Overview

	
		A complete guide for JBoss developers covering everything from basic...
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Beginning DevOps with Docker: Automate the deployment of your environment with the power of the Docker toolchainPackt Publishing, 2018

	It can be tough to roll out a pre-configured environment if you don't know what you're doing. We'll show you how to streamline your service options with Docker, so that you can scale in an agile and responsive manner. 

	Key Features
		
			Learn how to structure your own Docker containers
	...
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Qt 5 Projects: Develop cross-platform applications with modern UIs using the powerful Qt frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design, build, and deploy powerful applications with amazing user interfaces on embedded, mobile, and desktop platforms

	
		Key Features

		
			Easily compile, run, and debug your applications from the powerful Qt Creator IDE
	
			Future-proof your applications with Qt Test and modern...
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Virtual Honeypots: From Botnet Tracking to Intrusion DetectionAddison Wesley, 2007
Honeypots have demonstrated immense value in Internet security, but physical honeypot deployment can be prohibitively complex, time-consuming, and expensive. Now, there’s a breakthrough solution. Virtual honeypots share many attributes of traditional honeypots, but you can run thousands of them on a single system-making them easier and...
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